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easels

For eFFectIVe VISuAl preSentAtIonS 
Quality easels from one of America’s oldest and largest manufacturers 
of visual communication products. Draper Easels stand rock-solid on 
wobble-proof legs, fold easily for transport or storage. Numerous exclusive 
features insure effective, trouble-free visual presentations time after time. 

Draper offers the largest selection of paper pad, dry-erase, poster and 
decorative display easels in the world. From heavy-duty models to 
decorative poster units, Draper offers easels for every situation. Careful 
attention to quality, function and appearance, plus an expanded range  
of decorative finishes, make Draper the world’s premier line of  
professional easels.

In paper pad and writing surface easels, Draper offers two separate 
standards—DR Series and OP Series. Both are carefully assembled of high 
quality components with all-riveted construction.

DR Series—Constructed entirely of the highest quality structural grade 
aluminum alloy. Exclusive features such as a spring-loaded paper pad 
clamp, ball detent leg locks, hinged pen tray/chart shelf, hinged chart 
holders and a hinged storage compartment for writing instruments make 
Draper DR Series Easels the preferred choice of professional presenters.

OP Series—OP Series Easels use many of the same high quality 
components as the DR Series, and feature a spring-loaded paper pad 
clamp and ball detent leg locks. These have a trim, fixed pen tray and do 
not have hinged chart holders or a storage compartment. OP Series Easels 
feature a rugged, magnetic steel backboard.

Full details available at: www.draperinc.com/go/Easels.htm

QuAlIty, FunctIon AnD AppeArAnce

Spring-Loaded Paper Clamp

Paper pad attaches instantly 
to studs concealed under 

spring-loaded clamp. Pad is 
held securely in place—no 

moving parts to get lost.

Hinged Pen Tray

Hinged tray holds markers, 
eraser and charts. Folds flat 

for transport or storage. 
Standard on DR Series Easels. 

No protruding parts to  
break or to damage  
other equipment.

Finishes

These finishes are available 
for many of the products in 

our Easel line.

Rubber Leg Tips

Rubber leg tips keep your 
easel firmly in place on 
any floor—won’t “walk” 

when you write.

Accessory Storage Box

Writing instruments are safely 
stored in the built-in storage 

compartment on all Draper DR 
Series Easels. Latch releases at 

the touch of a lever.

Ball Detent Leg Locks

Rugged ball detent hinge 
assembly automatically locks 
legs in place, releases at the 

touch of a finger. No exposed 
parts to bend or break.

Fixed Pen Tray

Narrow profile for transport 
or storage, yet large enough 
for markers, pointer, eraser  
or charts. Made of heavy-
gauge steel. Standard on  

OP Series Easels.

Hinged Chart Holders

Aluminum arms fold down 
to support a hefty 80 lbs. 
of posters or charts. Arms 
fold flat when not in use. 

Standard on DR Series Easels.
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